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September 10, 2017 
“The Parable of Talents”, Matthew 25:14-30 
 
Near the end of his gospel, Matthew gives us two chapters of Jesus’ extended teachings about 
His second coming (Matthew 24, 25).  Inside these chapters, Jesus enhances these teachings 
with three parables. Today we focus on “The Parable of the Talents” (Matthew 25:14-30). 
 
Although some questions may be raised about the specific details of the “Parable of the 
Talents”, the overwhelming message is that that Jesus wants us to prepare for His return by 
building His kingdom as we wait, and we are to use every resource we have in this process. 
 
In this story, the parting master entrusts his wealth to his servants, and holds them 
accountable for their investment of it when he returns. Servants one and two double the 
master’s money; but servant three hides his money, returns only the original amount with no 
investment, and then delivers an insulting speech blaming the master. 
 
Observations on The Parable of Talents (Matthew 25:14-30) 
 
1. The talents represent “any” resource God has given us to build His kingdom. 
This parable forces us to ask ourselves: What did God give me to build His Kingdom? It might 
be money, material resources, spiritual gifts (especially the gift of the assurance of the truth of 
the Gospel), or even non-spiritual gifts, such as: character traits, health, talents, Godly family, 
life experiences, connections, or influences. 
2. There is the possibility of real loss. 
Like the third servant, we might suffer real loss: of God’s praise, of our material goods (I Cor. 
3), and even of our current standing in God’s Kingdom at judgment. This story warns all people 
that disobedience and self righteousness just might ultimately land them outside God’s 
Kingdom and in judgment. 
3. There is the opportunity for real reward. 
Like the first and second servants, this story suggests that persons actively involved in the 
building of God’s Kingdom will be given: approval from our Creator (“well done”), the possibility 
of reward (perhaps on different levels eternally), and by increased intimacy with God (sharing 
“our master’s happiness”). 
 
This parable shows us that it is not about what has not been entrusted to us, but about using 
the gifts God has actually put at our disposal to build His Kingdom as we wait for Jesus’ return.  
Pray that God will reveal your gifts to you so that His Spirit can help you invest in, serve, and 
grow God’s Kingdom right here in this world. This is what will bring you the possibility of God’s 
praise, increased reward, and intimacy with our Lord.  
Discussion Questions: 
1. 

1. Can you name two gifts that God has given you to increase His Kingdom?  Would you allow 
your small group members, who know you, to assist you with a couple more? 
2.  What gift have you actually used to build the Kingdom? How did you invest your gift? 
3.  What excuses have you used to explain your failures?  Have you ever blamed or falsely 
 testified about God or others to justify your failures? 
4. Can we know “increased intimacy” with God here on earth?  Have you ever experienced it? 
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5. Is there a tension between investing money (usually involving risk) and hoarding money (to 
 be sure you keep it)? How do we handle this as Christians? 
6. Are we to rejoice in the opportunity for real reward for using our gifts, or fear for the  
 possibility of real loss when we do not use our gifts for His Kingdom? Or both? How do 
we live this out daily? 


